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2   Relief Climate and J egetation
Until the developments of the -war m the Pacific attracted
attention to these islands their extent and economic
importance was largely unrealized To travel from the most
easterly point of Sumatra to the most \\esterly point of
Dutch New Guinea1 would involve a journey of over 3 000
miles or about the distance by rail from Brisbane to Perth
from Liverpool to New York or from New York to San
Francisco In extent the Dutch East Indies are equal to
twice the area of New South Wales or eight times that of
Great Britain Within this island empire are to be found all
the products of which the tropics are capable as well as
mineral deposits of great industrial and strategic importance
In population and productivity Java is easily the most
important island in this group Much of it consists of rock
which is geologically young but the most notable feature
is the large number of active volcanoes which lie along the
mam axis of the island This volcanic rock weathers very
rapidly in the warm moist climate and thus furnishes the
constituents of the very fertile soils which have given the
island the name of the Garden of the East Climatically
Java has the small annual range of temperature characteristic
of equatorial countries temperature depends more on altitude
than on season and a high humidity prevails at all times
Generally there are t\\ o seasons a wet and a dry receiving
only slightly less rainfall In the south the wet season
comes in with the south-east monsoon (July August
September) while in the north it corresponds to the period
of the north west monsoon (December January February)
but everywhere considerable local variations are caused by
highlands
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